Phone # 306 682-0772
Email: haus.stitches@sasktel.net
P.O. Box 2458
Humboldt, Sk S0K 2A0

Supply List
Selfie Dress Form
Instructor: Diane Dugan
Supplies Needed:
Pattern: Cost is $35 – These will need to be purchased from Haus of Stitches and Diane will or have them
put together for you according to the measurements she will get you to forward to her ( you will be emailed
a measurement chart which you will need to fill in and return to Diane)
Main fabric - upholstery material with minimal to no nap, and minimal stretch - We will have this
available at Haus of Stitches for approximately $21.99 per m and it must be preordered.
Small to large sizes 1.3 m
large to extra large sizes - 1.75 m
plus sizes - 2 m
Fusible woven interfacing. Same amount as main fabric above.
Firm, thick and durable fabric for internal stabilizing pieces such as heavy denim or canvas -1 meter
Cardboard box for base and arm hole covers. 3 - 4 sq ft
2 - Zippers 7" to 9" zippers
3 - 4 lbs Poly-fill bags of stuffing (we are working on getting a bulk shipment of stuffing at a better deal
than you having to purchase individual bags and we will let you know the cost when it is determined if you
would like to get it from us)
Sewing Machine in good working condition
Sewing machine needles - heavy denim or leather
Good pair of snipping scissors
Good scissors
Thread - polyester
Pins
Wonder clips
Marking chalk
Pen and paper
Flexible tape
Gloves

**Fusible interfacing should be fused to main fabric before the class begins.**The classroom will
be available for this the Friday evening before the class.

Stand for Dress form
Plastic PVC pipe tube, diameter 1 1/8” to 2” we recommend purchasing 38” long pipe for small
and large dress form and 48” long pipe for plus sizes or tall dress form
****** For a cost of $50 Diane can bring the PVC pipe, a metal pipe attachment, all pieces fully
assembled onto a wood base, ready to mount your new dress form to*****Must be pre ordered


Optional: your own chair and/or cushion to sit on, light



Please put your name on all your supplies.
If you do not have access to any listed supplies please phone or email your order to us ahead
of time to ensure your supplies will be waiting for you when you arrive at the conference at
our on-site store

